ALMOST TEN YEARS AGO I assembled a class of ancient objects which had hitherto been virtually unnoticed: stamp impressions on Archaic and Classical roof tiles of Laconian type and on one Corinthian tile. 1 A feature common to all 60 fragments of tiles is that the impressions are invariably located on the lower face of the tiles which was eventually hidden, unlike the large group of tiles of Hellenistic and later date, which are always stamped on the upper face.2 The late stamp marks served, as has long been accepted, to facilitate checking by the client or as protection against theft of the finished tiles. The early impressions, on the other hand, seem to have served merely as an accounting aid for internal workshop requirements or perhaps also as an advertising medium for the workshop.3 In my first study I was able to assemble 35 different types of stamps, some of which had been described in scattered publications, and some which were unknown. Since that time at least 34 further types on more than 96 stamped tile fragments have come to my attention, so that the total volume of material today amounts to over 147 tiles with at least 69 different stamps.
Aigina.1I The impressions from the Athenian Agora and from Thebes represent the third stamp for which a supraregional distribution has been proved. 12 Of relatively frequent occurrence in the Agora are simple round stamps divided by two cross-bars into four equal segments (E 12-14, P1. 54). Two of these tile fragments come from a deposit of ostraka, together with pottery dated not later than the middle of the 5th century B.C. (E 12, E 13). Further specimens with the same or similar impressions are listed in the excavation diary from tin 702. One similar impression features an additional, sunken border circle (E 14, P1. 54). Finally, I would also include a tile fragment with a four-spoked wheel stamp (E 11, P1. 53), despite its coming from a Late Roman fill, among the early stamp marks on Laconian tiles. A comparable stamp impression is found on a tile in the Epigraphical Museum in Athens.13 One tile fragment from Gyphtokastro on the Boeotian border, the ancient Eleutherai, shows a similar motif (Gyphtokastro E 1, P1. 54).
Another tile from the Agora bears a circular impression which, as far as can be ascertained in its damaged state, depicts within a round field eight flowers in profile (E 6, P1. 53). They are set out in sunk relief and arranged in such a way that four flowers with intersecting stems alternate with four stemless flowers. The interplay of raised and sunken pictorial elements makes the exact representation difficult to discern.
Two Agora tile fragments are marked with the same stamp (E 3 and E 4, P1. 52), albeit in both instances only part of the complex palmette within an irregularly rounded field is Of particular interest is a larger fragment of a cover tile from the Agora (E 1 and E 2, P1. 52). Its lower face bears the impressions of two different stamps, both of excellent quality; except for the Dabychos-Prikon tile from Kalapodi, this Agora tile is unique in being marked by two different stamps.14 The impression on the left, of which only one-quarter is preserved, shows a palmette above two volutes on a horizontal base; on the right, the curved field is filled by a nine-petaled palmette above two horizontal tendril-lyres which are joined at the base and terminate in volutes. The lower angle between the lyres is filled by a bud shaped like a palmette heart. Stylistic considerations suggest a date for this ornament around 510-500 B.C.15 This specimen is exceptional among stamped tiles because it confirms the supposition stated above that it was not simply by chance that individual tiles were given two different stamp marks in the workshops. 16 Only two tiles from the Athenian Agora bear figural stamp impressions. One pan tile is stamped with a bird, perhaps a partridge, within a round field (D 2, P1. 52), while on another, a rounded field with bulging rim contains a horse striding right (D 1, P1. 52). The highly expressive depiction of the horse, reminiscent in its slimness of the horse types of the 7th century B.C., nevertheless seems stylistically comparable to representations of horses in the early 6th century B.C. on account of its lowered head, sharply set off from neck and mane.17
Stamped representations on Laconian tiles from Attica are not confined to Athens (Acropolis, Agora, Kerameikos). Besides the stamp from Eleutherai-Gyphtokastro (P1. 54) a Laconian tile with a stamp impression was recently reported from Rhamnous.18 According to the excavator's report, the tile was found in the earliest strata of the sanctuary of Nemesis, directly above virgin soil. The stamp shows within a rectangular field with rounded corners a lion striding right, head turned backwards and tail raised. Between the legs a name runs right to -left, read by the excavator as EZTON. In the published photograph it appears to me that there are two more letters, boustrophedon, at the beginning of the legend 14 Felsch, 1979, pp. 14, fig. 10 so that perhaps the craftsman's name should be read as AAEZTON. So far as comparison between photographs and originals is admissible, the lion stamp from Rhamnous would seem to be identical to a partially preserved stamp from the Sanctuary of Aphaia on Aigina (Aigina, Aphaia B 1, Fig. 3:d) . This is the fourth stamp, then, for which it has been possible to prove supraregional distribution. I do not intend to enter here into a detailed discussion of the stamp marks on Laconian roof tiles found in the course of the new excavations in the Sanctuary of Aphaia on Aigina, since these will be published later. Twelve new tiles with stamp impressions have come to my attention, although the total number is probably larger. These stamps are of particular importance in that they all presumably come from the terrace fill for the later Temple of Aphaia and therefore belong to the 6th century B.C.19 The well-known stamp of a lion in a The roof of the Nemean temple, hipped but otherwise similar to the Archaic roofs of Kalapodi, should, according to the information available from the excavators, be dated in the first half of the 6th century B.C.25 According to the preliminary reports and my own investigations, there are 38 stamped tiles known from Nemea, the impressions invariably appearing on the visible upper surface. Altogether there occur four different stamps. Three are completely linear, featuring the "S-ornament" formed by two impressed lines (Nemea, E 37, P1. 55), the "keyhole" (E 14, P1. 55), and the "teardrop" (E 29, P1. 55). The fourth stamp shows a thirteen-petaled rosette (E 1 and E 2, P1. 55). A feature common to all these stamps is the absence of a framed field. Only the rosette might be regarded as evidence of a possible relationship to Laconian stamp impressions. Provided that all the stamped tiles belong to the same roof, the distribution of the impressions on the roof of the Archaic temple reveals a certain system. The "S"-stamp occurs exclusively on seven pan tiles and the "teardrop" only on three cover tiles, while the "keyhole" is found on sixteen pan tiles and three cover tiles. The most impressive stamp, the rosette, occurs on four pan tiles (eaves tiles?) and on three antefixes, twice on each. The distribution of four different stamps presumably on one roof thus manifests a definite pattern. It may well be that four individual tilers within one workshop have divided their tasks among themselves, each producing mainly one type of tile. Thus the "S"-tiler produced only pan tiles, the "teardrop" tiler only ordinary cover tiles, and the "keyhole" tiler chiefly pan tiles but also ordinary cover tiles, while the master tiler, who used the rosette stamp, was in charge of producing the more complicated antefixes . cit., p. 3, pl. 7) as the terminus ante quem. This assumption is not altogether secure, since the basin might While it might be possible to rest content with this conclusion, one cannot help wondering whether there might not exist even older material. In this connection it may well be worth examining a remarkable stamp impression from Eretria which Claude Berard has published and discussed in detail.41 This impression is on a clay plaque (Eretria D 1, Pl. 56) discovered in the lowest stratum of the bothros near the Heroon. Its edge is roughly chipped into a rounded shape and the surface of the reverse is chipped away; in its present state it is 5.1 cm. in diameter and 1.7 cm. thick. Within a rectangular field a stallion trots to the left; under its hooves a fish faces right.
Berard points out that the obverse side of the relief is completely flat and that consequently the possibility of its being a fragment of a pithos must be ruled out. He therefore regards the object as a kind of disk. Berard rightly dates the stratum of the find to the second quarter of the 7th century B.C., while placing the creation of the relief within the first quarter of that century. Stylistically he relates the object to the glyptic art of Melos and places it within the sphere of the early votive pinakes.
Although Berard has argued this attribution persuasively, I cannot agree with it. In the first place, the stamp is considerably larger than all known Melian and Argive seal stamps. Moreover the combination of horse and fish, as Berard also observed, is reminiscent of the representations on some Boeotian fibulae with decorative plates. Furthermore, such "platefibulae" from Central Greece and Thessaly as a rule feature horses on one side of the plate and fishes on the other.42 Finally, analogies may also be drawn from the contemporary three-dimensional sculpture of Central Greece. A bronze horse from Anavra in Lokris may be cited as undoubtedly related to the relief picture, both in its conception of volume and proportions and in the execution of several details, such as the shape of the muzzle and legs (P1. 56).43 These factors show that the Melian origin of the stamp impression from Eretria is by no means certain and that one would be equally if not more justified in attributing it to a workshop in Central Greece.
In the second place, the identification proposed by Berard for the relief plaque as a discus or round votive tablet is not convincing. The ultimate function of the object, which has been roughly chipped into a rounded shape, seems to have been as a lid for an amphora; hundreds of such tile fragments or sherds, unevenly chipped into a circular shape, are found in most excavations, Kalapodi not excluded. In the case in point the maker of the lid has shown respect for the existing relief picture, because he either enjoyed it or regarded it as an object of curiosity. An exactly parallel situation is attested by a tile fragment from Kalapodi, a Laconian cover tile converted into a lid in such a way as to preserve the impression on the lower surface, which is the circular stamp of Dabychos.4 The significance attached to these lids may in either case have been far greater than we are able to discern today, given the fact that the Eretria lid lay in a votive bothros, while the Kalapodi lid was discovered immediately behind the votive bench within the sanctuary of the 5th century B.C.; these are circumstances which are probably no accident. Originally the clay plaque from Eretria must surely have served a different purpose. For the votive tablet assumed by Berard, however, this plaque, with an original thickness of at least 2 cm., seems to be too bulky. The obverse, the surface of which would offer a reliable clue for determining whether it represented a votive pinax or a Laconian pan tile with glazed upper surface, is unfortunately obliterated. An examination of the plaque at Eretria undertaken together with P. Themelis revealed that both its clay and its manner of execution are in every way in keeping with the oldest Laconian tiles; consequently the stamp impression may well be that of an early Laconian pan tile.
A clear-cut answer to this question is as yet not attainable. Nevertheless, on the evidence of the stamp impression from Eretria, it does not appear impossible that the earliest Laconian roof tiles may be traced back as far as the beginning of the 7th century B.C., a circumstance not entirely without significance for the elucidation of the emergence of the Laconian tiled roof, and that there already existed specialized workshops at this early time. 
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